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Bio

Keynote speaker, thought leader and business futurist,  David Thomas  inspires, 
motivates and educates global business leaders, entrepreneurs and investors about 
the massive potential offered by modern China. 

He takes them on a journey to identify, build and facilitate long-term business and 
investment relationships and he arms them with the knowledge and tools to 
navigate the cross-cultural challenges.

DavidDavid’s unique value is his ability to identify business trends, opportunities and 
challenges in China and to bring them to life with actual case studies, 
examples and stories. He regularly travels around China, working with local 
partners and investors, as well as hosting Chinese delegations and missions of 
investors, SMEs and entrepreneurs around the world. 

Having worked with SMEs from many industry sectors, David’s experience and 
expertise is broad and deep.expertise is broad and deep. These industries include food, healthcare, education, 
tourism, real estate, retail and technology.

He regularly speaks at Conferences, Workshops, Seminars and Board 
Meetings around the world to a wide range of audiences and is well known in the 
Asia Pacific region as a ‘China Expert’. 
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Recent Speaking Engagements

28 November      -The China Ready Business Seminar, Newcastle
20 November      - Australia China Business Week 2017. Sydney
18 October          - Booms, Busts & Bāozi: Exploring Finance in China Australia- (ACYPI & ACYA)
13 October          - Newcastle China Week Business Forum, Newcastle
12 October          - Australia China Business Week, Melbourne
11 September     - The Business of Real Estate 2017, QT Hotel Gold Coast,
30 July                - Investment in30 July                - Investment in Australia Forum - Shenzen- Australia Trade Conference 2017,
19 July                - China Money, China Markets Forum, Sydney
12 July                - CEO Institute (Syndicate 44) Sydney
19 and 20 June  - Global Expansion Summit, London
4 June                - NZI Top Broker Bali 2017, Bali Indonesia
20 April               - Business Blueprint Annual Conference 2017, Cebu, Philippines
4 April                 - EGN Network, Sydney
66 April                 - CEO Institute (Syndicates 50 & 65) Sydney.
30 March            - Danish Consulate Retail Group, Sydney
and many more

24 October          - Magnitude Principals Forum - Hong Kong
13 October          - First National Property Managers Conference - Tweed Heads
13 October          - Ovations Speaker Showcase – Brisbane
4 October            - KEY120 Presentation – Melbourne
1 September       -TEC 2 Presentation – Sydney
30 August            - Thiess Directors Conference – Brisbane
1616 August            - Landcorp Regional Centres Development Forum – Perth
and many more

more to come
20 September     - Fitzpatricks National Conference, Shanghai
29 August            - China Ready Business Seminar 2.0, Newcastle
21 March             - Property Profile Group - Asia Day
16 March             - MSI Regional Conference Sydney
19 February         - “Kickstart 2018” Real Estate Results Conference Melbourne
30 January           -30 January           - ACSME Monthly Roundtable, Sydney
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and many more...



A View to China                                                KEYNOTE

Key Outcomes:            
 Future Trends              
 Leadership             
 Business Innovation            
 Next Economy

We have now entered a time that is already redefined by the uprising of 
China, not only in China but also in the western world. With industrialisation 
and the rise of the middle class in China never before have the people of 
China been seeking investment opportunities internationally. The problem is 
that many people in the west are missing this opportunity due a lack of 
cultural IQ. 

In this presentation, DavidIn this presentation, David Thomas presents trends and data pointing 
towards a new economy that will be molded by Chinese investment. Cross 
cultural barriers, traditional viewpoints with regards to globalisation and fear 
of the unknown is preventing business leaders from surfing a new and disruptive wave in international business. 
David Thomas dispels these common myths and presents the case that taking a view to China will determine the 
wealth of your business today and in years to come.

The audience will walk away from this presentation with: 

   A fresh perspective on China from a cultural and business point of view.
   Tools to dispel myths about China that may be inhibiting them from taking action. 
   Clear steps and take aways for any organisation looking to raise their cultural IQ.
   Gain access to a new world market.



Leading with a View to China                           KEYNOTE

Key Outcomes:            
 Leadership              
 Innovation             
 Communication            
 Cultural Awareness

In the next economy taking a view to China will be non negotiable for any 
leader looking to disrupt, innovate and grow market share. The reality is 
that China’s economic growth has just begun, and will only gain momentum 
in the future. The questions for leaders in the west will be whether they 
choose to react to the influence of China, or instead choose to create a 
leadership strategy that harnesses this influence as a growth opportunity.

In this presentation, DavidIn this presentation, David Thomas presents on some of the common 
challenges faced by leaders looking to embrace and activate a view to 
China. Creating a culture responsive to the Chinese market starts at the top. Having the ability to audit belief systems, 
in addition to developing China centric organisational cultures will be imperative to your success. will you choose to be 
a leader who supports and elevates Chinese staff and clients, or are you blind in your view to China?

Leaders will walk away from this presentation with: 

   Tool kit empowering them to audit their own leadership ability
   Navigate a new economy redefined by the influence of China 
   Strategy that amplifies business growth
   Understanding on how to support and elevate Chinese staff and clients



A View to China - Cultural Intelligence            KEYNOTE

Key Outcomes:            
 Cultural Intelligence             
 Communication tools             
 Managing Relationships           
 Leadership

In the same way, IQ and EQ and key Indicators of performance and productivity 
CQ or cultural intelligence is a measure of an organisations ability to play and 
succeed in a globalised market. In the modern world, IQ is high, and EQ is on 
the rise, however, CQ has been left behind with many people in the west afraid 
to embrace a view to China. When was the last time you asked for feedback from 
a Chinese colleague about how your business is reaching the Chinese market?

In this presentation, DavidIn this presentation, David Thomas presents on the significance of building 
organisational cultural intelligence with a view to China. China is everywhere 
and the businesses that can elevate and amplify Chinese staff in order to 
understand Chinese clients will be an on a runway to success in a next economy. 
Fundamentally ‘CQ’ is the art of understanding key differences in culture in order to build a bridge and develop 
cohesive working relationships that break down barriers of belief systems, culture, or language.

The audience will walk away from this presentation with: 

   Insights and tools to build organisational cultures
   Elevate and amplify the Chinese presence in organisations
   Meet the needs of the emerging Chinese market
   Answers on how to break down barriers of belief systems, culture and language



A View to ‘BRIC’ Nations                                   KEYNOTE

Key Outcomes:            
 Future Trends              
 Business Innovation             
 Next Economies            
 Globalisation

China is at the heart of the next global economy yet there are a group of 
nations who, along with China, are positioning themselves for global 
domination. The ‘BRIC’ nations include Brazil, Russia, India and China. 
These vast and growing nations collectively have ownership of an abundance
 of land, people and capital. All key economic inputs to drive prosperity today 
and into the future. How will you as a business leader, entrepreneur or 
investor respond to this unique opportunity to engage with a global market investor respond to this unique opportunity to engage with a global market 
that has already taken flight?

In this powerful and thought-provoking presentation David Thomas presents 
unique insights, data and perspectives showcasing the emergence of the BRIC Nations as the main drivers of 
urbanisation, consumption, innovation, aspiration and globalisation. He will also identify key opportunities for 
organisations looking to break through local markets to establish new global business networks and markets.

Leaders will walk away from this presentation with: 

   Unique business opportunities found within the BRIC nations
   Tools and strategies to lead, influence global business opportunities
   Timely and relevant tips for new gobal market entry
   Insights, data and perspective showcasing the BRIC nations



Testimonials

“The presentation was absolutely 
amazing. His ability to provide us with 
a very entertaining mix of history, 
economics, social development and 
future trends was exceptional...”

--Nick Dowling, CEO, Jellis Craig

“David was the highlight of our recent 
real estate event for business owners. 

He provided loads of 
practical tips on how to embrace the 

opportunities in China...” 

--Leanne Howard, Head of Growth & Client 
Engagement, Real Estate Results

“I just wanted to pass on my sincere 
thanks for your excellent presentation 
to our senior bankers and customers 
on China and India. The feedback from 
the session has been overwhelming” 

--Rachel Slade, Former Head of International 

Products, Westpac Banking Corp

What Clients Say About David:



support@davidthomas.asia

www.davidthomas.asia

+61 413 942 186 

 
@theChinaExpert
facebook.com/ChinaBRICExpert
au.linkedin.com/in/bricandchinaexpert
www.youtube.com/user/davidthomasasia

Contact Us

“Every Company Big or Small Must Have a China Strategy”

To book David to speak at your event, or to discuss your 
requirements, please contact us at:

click here to 
book David

http://www.davidthomas.asia/contact/
https://twitter.com/dfcthomas
https://www.facebook.com/ChinaBRICExpert/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bricandchinaexpert/
https://www.youtube.com/user/davidthomasasia
mailto:support@davidthomas.asia
http://www.davidthomas.asia/

